When dealing with putrern recognition problems one enco~oirer.~ different types (if a-priori knowledge. It is imporrunt to irlcorporute suc11 knowledge into rhe classifcarion method at hand. A v e q common type of a-priori knowledge is rransformarion invariance of the input data, e.g. geomerric rransformarions of image-dura like shifrs. scaling erc. Distance based classifcation merhods can make use of rhis by a modified distance measure called rangenr disrance 113. 141. We iritmdrrcr (1 tirw class o j k e m e l s for support vecror machines which incorporate tangent disrarrce and therefore are applicable in cases where such rransformarion invariances are known. We reporr experimenral results wkirk show tkot the performance of our merkod is comparable ro orher state-ofrke-urr methods, while problems of e.xisring ones are avoided.
Introduction
An important factor for the choice of a classification method for a given problem is the available a-priori knowledge. During the last few years support vector machines (SVM) [I51 have shown to he widely applicable and successful particular in cases where a-priori knowledge consists of labeled learning data.
If more knowledge is available, it is reasonable to incorporate and model this knowledge within the classification algorithm and to expect either to obtain better classification results or to require less training data. Therefore, much active research is dealing with adapting the general SVM methodology to cases where additional a-priori knowledge is available. This is the case e.g. in optical character recognition (OCR). Here it is known that the data is subject to e.g. affine transformations and this knowledge can he exploited to improve classification accuracy.
We want to focus on the very common case where variability of the data can be modeled by transformations which leave the class membership unchanged.
If these transformations can be modeled by mathematical groups of transformations one can incorporate this knowledge independently of thc classifier during the feature-extraction stage by group-integration. normalization etc. [4] . This leads to invariant features, on which any cl=-sification algorithm can be applied.
A possibility particularly designed to kernel methods, is to build invariant kernels by integrating systems of differential equations [31.
Such transformations however often cannot he described by global transformation groups or this i s not desired. In case of OCR, for instance, small rotations of a letter are accepted, but large rotations change class memberships like
Several methods are known to incorporate such local transformation knowledge in special classifiers. In the next two sections we review a method for distance-based classifiers called rangenr disrance and some existing methods for SVM. Then we are able to combine SVM with tangent distance, which results in a new class of SVM-kernels in Section 4. This is a new method of dealing with invariances in SVM, which circumvents certain problems of existing approaches. Experimental results in Section 5 confirm the applicability of our approach.
Invariance in SVM
Basedonlearningdata{(xi,y;)}El c R d x [ -l , + l } of feature vectors x; and their labels yi, a SVM implements a binary decision function f(x) := sgn(y(x)) with y(x) = E :
, y&K(x, x;)+b, where K is apositivedefinite (p.d.)
kernel and b E R is an offset value. Training of the SVM consists of determining the values a, such that P 1 --0 X < P l t l Figure 1 . Notation for p E R' and x E RZ.
Tangent distance
We will formalize the a- In [5] an extensive survey of current techniques for combining the information of transformation invariances with SV-learning is presented. We give some basic ideas here, for details refer to 151 and the references therein.
The virtual supporr vector (VSV) meihod is based on the idea of generating virtual training data by transformations t ( x i , p) of training points for small parameters p. and training on this extended set. As the size of this extended set is a multiple of the original one, training is computationally demanding. To circumvent this, the VSV-method is a two step method: .first an ordinary SVM-training is performed, then only the set of resulting SVs is extended by small transformations. finally a second SVM-training is performed on this set.
Furlher simplification of computation is obtained by using the linear approximation 71, instead of M,. By doing so the necessary transformations of a SV x reduce to adding multiples of the tangents t,.
The advantages of the VSV method are the applicability to arbitrary standard kernels and a clear increase of recognition performance. Problems are the two training stages and an increased number of SV after the second stage, which lead to longer training and classification times [12] .
Other methods like invurianr hyperplanes try to modify the kernel function in a very simple way, such that it globally fits all local invariant directions best. This turns out to be equivalent to a prewhitening of the data along these directions which fit hest to all local invariance directions simultaneously. Obviously. this method does not respcct local invariance in each training point, furthermore it appears to be computationally very hard in the nonlinear case. The advantage is the use of the original SVM-training procedure after prewhitening the training data.
The so called kernel jinering method is also based on the idea of small transformations of the training points. Instead of performing these shifts before training, they are performed during kernel-evaluation.
Tangent distance kernels
In constructing kernels which incorporate TD we face some problems concerning interpretation of the resulting kernels as scalar products or equivalently their positive definiteness.
A basic property of TD-measures is that they are not metrics as the triangle inequality is invalid, which can be shown easily by counterexamples. This implies that TDmeasures cannot be induced norms of any scalar product in any Hilbert space and discards several further possible relations to any scalar product. A second problem is that some TD variants, e.g. d i s , are not symmetric. This problem, however, is solvable by defining symmetric modifications of TD, which have the same computational efficiency as d l s . We define the square of the mean TD to be the mean of the two squared one sided distances:
dnr.v(x,x') := \if (d:,(x,x') + $ , ( x ' ; x ) )
Of course a simple mean of the distances would also be a possible modification. During calculation we rather deal with squared distances than with real distances. therefore this definition is more practical.
We further introduce the midpoint TD to be the sum of the two one sided distances to the midpoint X := ( x +x'):
Other TD-measures are possible. e.g. combinations of TDmeasures with the Euclidean distance in order to prevent the situation (in high dimensional spaces very unlikely), that points which are very distant have accidentally small T D distance, cf. [14] .
We now are able to define our TD-kernels. Given an arbitrary distance-based kernel, i.e. K ( x , x ' ) := k((lx -~' 1 1 ) we simply replace the Euclidean distance by any TD-measure and obtain the corresponding TD-kernels X l s ( x , x') := k ( d l s ( x , x ' ) ) and analogously K2s. K,LIN and K n r p .
We denote two particular distance based kernels: the ra- In Figure 2 we illustrate the four TD-variants. At this point we can already state some properties of these TD-kernels. They share the obvious disadvantages with the kernel-jittering method compared to VSV. First there is the non-symmetry of the kernels which use one sided transformations and the problem of not being c.p.d. This is a serious problem from a theoretical point of view, as the global optimum of the SVM-solution cannot be guaranteed anymore. Nevertheless such kernels often prove to be applicable, e.g. Gaussian dynamic time warping kernel [I] . kernel-jittering [51. or sigmoid-kernel [I I] . which is not p.d. for large ranges of its parameters. Similar to kerneljittering. our approach is only applicable to distance based kernels. A disadvantage from the computational point of view is the necessity of calculating the tangents and transformations during training and classification which results in a slowdown proportional to 1'. where 1 denotes the number of tangent directions.
Advantages of our approach are the following: The set of SVs remains small, we only require one training stage, no generation of virtual data or prewhitening of the data is necessary. Furthermore our approach effectively respects local invariances instead of a global integration of these local directions as in the invarianr hyperplane approach. In contrast to the VSV-method, we also respect these local invariances during classification. In contrast to VSV or kernel-jittering approach, we do not have to decide about the fixed values for the p,.
Experiments
We tested our approach on the US-Postal-Service digit dataset. as there exists a lot of reference results in the literature, in particular results from the VSV-method and TD- use a training set extended by about 2400 machine pnnted digits. These are marked with *, as their error rates are not directly comparable. Figure 3 shows some example images. We transformed the original USPS digits to values in 10; I] and scaled them to norm 5 1. We chose the two kernels I C R B F , K N D and their corresponding TD-kernels for our experiments. We used the seven tangent directions of Simard [13]: x,y-translation, scaling, rotation, line thickening and two hyperbolic transformations. Figure 4 shows some tangents and points on the hyperplane 71, of an example x by shifting x along these seven tangent directions. The multiclass-problem was solved by the decision directed acyclic graph (DDAC) combination of pairwise SVM [9] . We applied no nodewise model-selection, but simply used tixed kernel-parameter y and factor C for all SVM in the nodes of a DDAG. SVM-Light was used for the nodewise optimization [6] . We performed 5 to 18 training passes for each of the ten kernels with different parameter sets. For each of these ten model-sequences we selected the model with minimal test-error.
For each of the ten best SVM-DDAGs, we report detailed statistics. In Table 2 we list the kemel-parameter y. regularization factor C, and number of parameter sets, i.e. number of trained DDAGs, sorted by test-emor rate.
Obviously the use of tangent information improves the classification performance remarkably for both basic kernel types compared to ignoring the tangent information as Table I shows, that the decrease in error rate is comparable to the decrease obtained by using the VSV-method. The gain is not as large as in using TD instead of Euclidean distance in nearest neighbour classification. Among a11 TD-kernels, the one sided kernels seem to imply the smallest gain. This might be due to the fact that they are not symmetric, which is a basic propeny of ordinary kernels.
We performed no excessive parameter-optimization and therefore obtained slightly worse absolute values in the case of the standard rbf-kernel than the 4.4% presented in [9] . Similar to the values mentioned there. the absolute result cannot compare with 4.0% obtained by the nodewise optimized SVM-graph in Table I , as we did not perform nodewise parameter-optimization. but used tixed global parameters.
In Table 3 we list details of the resulting SVM-DDAGs, i.e. training time, test time (on a standard I GHz-PC) and average number of SVs per DDAG-node.
The major problem of our approach seems to consist in the slowdown of factor 2 12 in both training and classi-Acation caused by the calculations of the tangents and the tangent distances. Quantitative comparisons to other methods are not possible, as we did not implement them and no runtime results are available in the literature. In [I21 a factor of 2 is reported for the VSV method using two tangent directions. The definitely larger slowdown factor for the case of using all seven tangents is however not available. Among the symmetric TD-kernels there seems to be no preferable choice with respect to the error rate. Additionally regarding the time complexity, the kernels based on the midpoint-TD seem to he the best choice.
Conclusion and perspectives
We successfully demonstrated the generation of new SVM-kernels by substituting distance-measures in distance-based kernels. We defined modifications of TD, which combine the advantages of existing formulations: the symmetry of the two sided T D and the computational ease of the one sided TD. We presented a new method for incorporating a-priori knowledge consisting of transformation invariance into the SVM methodology, by introducing TD-kernels. The recognition performance is comparable to other methods, funhermore disadvantages from existing methods are circumvented.
The presented results can definitely he refined by more parameter sets and performing parameter-optimization for each SVM node in the multiclass decision graph.
After our initial experiments it seems promising lo perform further comparisons, in particular with regard to runtimes, with the VSV and kernel-jittering approach.
The experiments can he extended in various ways. First to larger databases, e.g. the MNIST digit database, which is also widely used in literature. Application to other areas than OCR would also he interesting in order to confirm the usability of our approach. Funher distance based kernels can he implemented, e.g. K ( x , x') := -log( 1 + Our result is a confirmation that the class of applicable kernels is not restricted to c.p.d. kernels, where applicable means producing accurate results. Although the theoretical property of kernels being c.p.d. is necessary for global optimality statements, in practice this is not always the case. In fact this might he seen as a general strategy for real problems: When designing suitable problem-dependent kernels, giving up the property of (conditional) positive definiteness leads to increased flexibility in incorporating a-prioriknowledge while it can preserve or even increase accuracy or speed.
IIX -x'[[T), cf. [2, IO] .
